About the test

You will write your answers out, but MUST SHOW
WORKING OUT for full marks

You have a one hour test in the second session
next week
It is open book and you can use a blank
spreadsheet or a calculator to do the work

It will be on
Nominal
Identifying data
types - and
explaining why

Students with surnames A - L take the test in the

first hour

Ordinal

Ratio

Interval

Calculating Mean,
Median, Mode
Being able to say
what these mean
in terms of a data
set

Students with surnames M-Z take the test in the

second hour

It will be on
Finding mean, median and mode
from the table
Creating and using
a frequency
Relative FD
distribution table
Cumulative FD

Calculating
Variance
Being able to say
what variance
means in terms of
a data set

Measures of Variability
Sometimes the variance will be calculated from a
frequency distribution table

Example from last time ....

Example from last time ....

Example: Suppose t wo machines produce
mobile phone covers which are on average
10cm long. 11 covers are selected from
each machine.
Machine A: 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 14
Machine B: 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 10, 12, 12, 14, 14, 14

Which machine is better?

Machine A: 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 14

Representing this in a frequency distribution table ..

Machine A: 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 14

Represent in Excel
item

frequency

6
8
10
12
14

1
2
5
2
1

Add these columns
relative frequency
percentage frequency
cumulative frequency

item

frequency

6
8
10
12
14

1
2
5
2
1

Hint: cumulative frequency - add them up cumulatively
down the column - can you use a formula?
Recap: what would the mean, median and mode be?

Represent in Excel
Add these columns
relative frequency
percentage frequency
cumulative frequency

Represent in Excel
Now to calculate the variance

item

frequency

6
8
10
12
14

1
2
5
2
1

item

frequency

6
8
10
12
14

1
2
5
2
1

The variance of a data set measures how much the data
is spread around the mean. To work it out the variance
from a frequency distribution

Calculate mean
Find differences to mean
Square differences

The NEW bit

Multiply by the frequencies
Add them up and divide by the no of items

The variance of a data set measures how much the data
is spread around the mean. To work it out the variance
from a frequency distribution

Calculate mean
Find differences to mean
Square differences

The NEW bit

Multiply by the frequencies
Add them up and divide by the no of items

Exercises

Now try with Machine B
Machine A: 6, 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 12, 12, 14
Machine B: 6, 6, 6, 8, 8, 10, 12, 12, 14, 14, 14

4.36
10.18

Set up as frequency distribution table
Calculate variance (should get 10.18 as above)
Calculate mean
Find differences to mean
Square differences
Multiply by the frequencies
Add them up and divide by the no of items

